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Two-color pulsed-laser phase control in dipolar molecules:
Rotating-wave approximation versus exact results
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A rotating-wave approximation~RWA! is developed to describe the interaction of a two-level system, which
has permanent dipole moments, with two pulsed lasers. The RWA expressions for the time-dependent popula-
tions of the molecular states are applied to model laser-molecule interactions and tested by comparison with
exact results. The results are used to discuss the pulsed-laser phase control of molecular excitation through the
interplay of competing one- and two-photon resonances involving the effects of a nonzero differenced between
the permanent dipoles of the two states involved in the transition; the competition vanishes ifd50.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of two lasers, or a laser with two frequency co
ponents, to excite an atom or molecule provides additio
flexibility in extracting information about the system or
modifying the excitation process as compared to single la
excitation. For example, there is a great deal of interes
using two laser fields to control or to modify excitation pr
cesses in atoms or molecules by changing the relative p
difference (dd) between them@1–6#. Of particular interest
here are earlier studies@5,6# of the effects of permanent di
pole moments in the one- versus two-photon and one- ve
three-photon phase control of molecular excitation. Th
have utilized both exact two-level model calculations and
harmonic many-resonance rotating-wave approximation
veloped specifically for studying the interaction of two ha
monically linked continuous-wave~cw! lasers with a dipolar
molecule. A dipolar molecule refers to a system where th
is a nonzero differenced between the diagonal dipole matr
elements~permanent dipole moments! of the initial and final
states involved in the transition (d5m222m11Þ0). As had
been seen previously in one-color cw@7–14#, two-color cw
@9,15–20#, and one-color pulsed@21,22# ~and see, more re
cently published, Ref.@23#! laser-molecule interactions
these effects on the time-dependent and steady-s
molecular-state populations can be substantial since, w
dÞ0, the selection rules and the molecule-laser~s! coupling
can be greatly modified.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a rotating-wa
approximation~RWA! for the interaction of two pulsed laser
with a dipolar molecule and then to use the results to disc
the two-color laser phase control of the excitation of t
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molecule. While RWAs developed for cw laser-molecule
teractions can be used to qualitatively interpret or predict
results for pulsed laser-molecule interactions, see for
ample@21,24,25#, they cannot provide quantitatively reliabl
results. For example, they cannot provide the pulse cha
teristics, e.g., durations and intensities of the laser~s!, needed
to control population transfer between molecular states. T
has recently been demonstrated for the interaction of a si
pulsed laser with a dipolar molecule@23#. In the present pa-
per, the RWA for the interaction of two pulsed lasers with
dipolar (dÞ0) molecule will be developed and then utilize
to illustrate the prediction of optimal pulse parameters
laser phase control involving the simultaneous one- and t
photon excitation of a model two-level dipolar molecul
These results can be compared and contrasted to the pa
eters obtained qualitatively from calculations involving c
lasers@6#. Through this study, further insight into the effec
of permanent dipole moments on laser phase control ca
obtained as well as a determination of the limitations of
ing two-color cw results to predict those for two pulse
lasers.

In Sec. II, the RWA for the two-color pulsed excitation o
a dipolar (dÞ0) molecule is developed. For the limit o
‘‘infinite’’ pulse duration, the previously derived two-colo
cw laser-molecule expressions@5,6,15,16# are obtained.
When field two is ‘‘turned off,’’ the recently developed RWA
@23# for the interaction of a one-color pulsed laser with ad
Þ0 system is obtained. In the limit thatd50, the pulsed
laser-atom results of Rosen and Zener@26#, where only one-
photon transitions are allowed, are recovered.

A quantitative assessment of the validity of the RWA,
comparison with exact calculations, is presented in Sec.
The example chosen involves simultaneous one- and t
photon excitation by Gaussian pulses of a model two-le
dipolar molecule. The modification of the selection rul
when dÞ0 allows simultaneous two-~a process forbidden
for a two-level system ifd50) and one-photon excitation t
occur. By changing the relative phase difference between
two excitation fields, the time-dependent and, hence, fi
steady-state molecular-state populations can be controlle
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c

,
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ALEX BROWN, W. J. MEATH, AND PHUC TRAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 063401
this paper, phase control refers to the process by which
excited state is fully populated for a relative phase differe
of zero while it remains unpopulated for a relative pha
difference ofp. While, in principle, phase control can b
achieved at any one specific time during the pulse-molec
interaction, in general, one is most interested in controll
the molecular state populations at the end of the pu
molecule interaction. Therefore, the RWA expressions de
oped are used to determine the combination of field stren
and pulse durations needed to maximize the phase contr
the steady-state molecular-state populations. However,
the temporal ~time-dependent! and final ~steady-state!
molecular-state populations are considered in the exam
in Sec. III. The results for the interaction of pulsed lasers
compared to the analogous cw results that have been
cussed previously@6#.

Finally, a brief summary of our results for phase contro
presented in Sec. IV. We also comment briefly on the ap
cability of the two-color pulsed RWA to other problems, an
on the extension to many-level systems.

Unless indicated otherwise, atomic units are utiliz
throughout this paper.

II. THEORY

In matrix form and within the semiclassical dipole a
proximation, the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for a
two-level molecule interacting with a laser field is given b

i
d

dt S a1~ t !

a2~ t !
D 5S H11 H12

H21 H22
D S a1~ t !

a2~ t !
D

5F S E1 0

0 E2
D 2«~ t !•S m11 m12

m21 m22
D G S a1~ t !

a2~ t !
D .

~2.1!

Herem jk5^f j umufk&, wherem is the dipole moment opera
tor for the system, f j is the orthonormalized time
independent wave function for thej th stationary state having
energyEj , and«~t! is the total time-dependent electric fiel
For pulsed two-color excitation, the time-dependent elec
field is

«~ t !5ê1«1f 1~ t !cos~v1t1d1!1ê2«2f 2~ t !cos~v2t1d2!,

~2.2!

whereêi , « i , f i(t), v i , andd i are, respectively, the polar
ization vector, field strength, pulse envelope, carrier circu
frequency, and carrier phase of laseri. In general, the secon
laser field could be delayed in time relative to the first la
but here we consider only those situations where the t
delay is zero. A special case of Eq.~2.2! that is often of
interest involves fields where there is a common pulse en
lope, f (t)5 f 1(t)5 f 2(t), and polarization vectorê5ê15ê2.
For this special case of Eq.~2.2!, the two frequenciesv1 and
v2 are usually the fundamental frequency and one of
higher-order harmonics, often the second or the third,
v25nv1 , n52,3, . . . .
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Following the development of previous rotating-wave a
proximations ~RWAs! including the effects of dÞ0
@6,7,15,23#, we transform from thea representation into an
interaction representation defined by

aj~ t !5bj~ t !expF2 i H Ej~ t2t0!2m j j •E
t0

t

«~ t8!dt8J G ,
~2.3!

where we assumef i(t)50 for t<t0, i.e., t0 is the time that
the pulse-system interaction begins. The coefficientsbj (t)
satisfy

i
d

dt S b1~ t !

b2~ t !
D 5HS b1~ t !

b2~ t !
D , ~2.4!

with the diagonal matrix elements of the HamiltonianH

equal to zero,H115H2250, and with the off-diagonal matrix
elements given by

H125H21* 52m12•«~ t !expF2 iE21~ t2t0!

1 i d•E
t0

t

«~ t8!dt8G . ~2.5!

Two useful quantities have been introduced in Eq.~2.5!: the
energy separation of the stationary states,E215E22E1.0,
and the difference between the permanent dipole momen
the excited and ground states,d5m222m11.

The key in making the rotating-wave approximation is
be able to identify the off-resonant or counterrotating ter
in the Hamiltonian. By analogy with the recently develop
RWA for the interaction of a one-color pulsed laser with
dipolar (dÞ0) molecule@23#, the crucial quantity is

I 5exp@ i d•~ ê1«1Q11ê2«2Q2!#, ~2.6!

where

Qi5E
t0

t

f i~ t8!cos~v i t81d i !dt8. ~2.7!

Integrating Eq.~2.7! by parts, eachQi can be written as

Qi5
1

v i
f i~ t !sin~v i t1d i !2

1

v i
E

t0

t d f i~ t8!

dt8
sin~v i t81d i !dt8.

~2.8!

In general, the time derivative of the pulse envelope (d f /dt)
is inversely proportional to the duration of the pulset.
Therefore, for a pulse whose duration is much longer th
the inverse frequency (1/v), the second term in Eq.~2.8! can
be neglected relative to the first term. It is important that
durations of the pulses (t1 andt2) are long enough such tha
both conditions (v1t1)21!1 and (v2t2)21!1 are satisfied.
1-2
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TWO-COLOR PULSED-LASER PHASE CONTROL IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 063401
Assuming that the second term in Eq.~2.8! can be ne-
glected safely for both field one and field two, Eq.~2.6! can
be rewritten as

I 5exp@ iz1f 1~ t !sin~v1t1d1!#exp@ iz2f 2~ t !sin~v2t1d2!#,

~2.9!

where zi5d•êi« i /v i is a parameter that has been used
previous work examining laser-dipolar molecule interactio
@5–7,15,23#. The quantityI can be rewritten as

I 5 (
k52`

`

(
l 52`

`

Jk„z1f 1~ t !…Jl „z2f 2~ t !…

3exp@ ik~v1t1d1!#exp@ i l ~v2t1d2!# ~2.10!

by using the identity@27#

exp~ ix sinu!5 (
k52`

`

Jk~x!exp~ iku!, ~2.11!

whereJk(x) is a Bessel function of integer orderk and ar-
gumentx.

Expanding the cosine functions, occurring in«(t), in
complex exponential form and using the identity@27#

Jn~x!5
x

2n
@Jn21~x!1Jn11~x!#, ~2.12!

the off-diagonal matrix elements (H125H21* ) are given by

H1252exp@ iE21t0# (
m52`

`

(
n52`

`

Jm„z1f 1~ t !…Jn„z2f 2~ t !…

3Fmv1

m12•ê1

d•ê1

1nv2

m12•ê2

d•ê2
G

3exp@2 i ~E212mv12nv2!t#exp@ i ~md11nd2!#.

~2.13!

As written, Eq.~2.13! is still exact@within the assumption
that the second term of Eq.~2.8! can be neglected for field
one and field two# and a closed form expression cannot
derived for the time-dependent state amplitudesbj (t). How-
ever, counterrotating~off-resonant! terms, which haveE21
2mv12nv2Þ0, can be eliminated by utilizing the rotating
wave approximation. Unlike the one-color pulseddÞ0 RWA
@23#, where there is a singleN-photon resonance term, two
color resonance terms, which haveE212mv12nv2'0, are
numerous for a given set of applied frequencies; this
analogous to the discussion for one- versus two-color
excitation published earlier@15#. The resonance condition

E21'N1v11N2v2 ~2.14!

can be satisfied by a number of (N1 ,N2) combinations,
where eitherN1 or N2 can be positive or negative integers,
zero. By making the usual rotating-wave approximation a
06340
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neglecting the off-resonant terms in Eq.~2.13!, the off-
diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian are

H1252 1
2 exp@ iE21t0# (

N1 ,N2

Cp~N1 ,N2 ,t !

3exp@ i ~N1d11N2d2!#

3exp@2 i ~E212N1v12N2v2!t#, ~2.15!

where Cp(N1 ,N2 ,t) is the ~time-dependent! pulsed laser-
molecule coupling for the (N1 ,N2)-photon transition,

Cp~N1 ,N2 ,t !52JN1
„z1f 1~ t !…JN2

„z2f 2~ t !…FN1v1

m12•ê1

d•ê1

1N2v2

m12•ê2

d•ê2
G . ~2.16!

The sum in Eq.~2.15! is over all sets of integers (N1 ,N2)
such that Eq.~2.14! is obeyed. In general, the solution of E
~2.4! with the Hamiltonian given by Eq.~2.15! is not attain-
able analytically unless the two pulsed lasers are exactly
resonance, i.e.,E215N1v11N2v2, for every significant
(N1 ,N2)-photon combination ~see below and Refs
@5,6,15,16#!. As in the one-color pulsed RWA withdÞ0
@23#, it is convenient to define a new independent variab

V~d1 ,d2 ,t !5E
t0

t

zp~d1 ,d2 ,t8!dt8, ~2.17!

where

zp~d1 ,d2 ,t !5 (
N1 ,N2

Cp~N1 ,N2 ,t !exp@ i ~N1d11N2d2!#.

~2.18!

zp(d1 ,d2 ,t) is the overall time-dependent phase-depend
pulsed-laser–molecule coupling. While the sum in Eq.~2.18!
is nominally over all (N1 ,N2) combinations that fulfill the
resonance condition, usually the sum can be truncated
small number of (N1 ,N2) combinations due to the decrea
ing magnitude of the Bessel functions, which occur in t
Cp(N1 ,N2 ,t), with increasing order@15,27#. However, care
must be exercised in determining the truncation since
Bessel functions are oscillatory and their arguments are
plicitly time dependent. Hence, a coupling may contribu
significantly only during certain times of the pulse-molecu
interaction. After transforming to the variableV(d1 ,d2 ,t),
Eq. ~2.4! is readily solved as a function ofV(d1 ,d2 ,t). As-
suming that the system is initially in ground state 1, t
probabilitiesPj (t) of finding the system in states 1 and 2
time t are given by@26#

P1~ t !5ua1~ t !u25ub1~ t !u25cos2F uV~d1 ,d2 ,t !u
2 G ,

~2.19!

and
1-3
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ALEX BROWN, W. J. MEATH, AND PHUC TRAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 063401
P2~ t !5ua2~ t !u25ub2~ t !u25sin2F uV~d1 ,d2 ,t !u
2 G ,

~2.20!

where uV(d1 ,d2 ,t)u is defined through Eq.~2.17!. In the
treatment presented here, relaxation processes that resu
finite lifetime of the excited state are not included. If the
are relevant, the results for the temporal evolution of state
and 2 would only be valid for times less than the lifetime
the excited state.

As discussed in detail for the two-color cwdÞ0 RWA
@15#, the condition for the validity of neglecting the counte
rotating terms can be much more stringent in the two-co
versus the one-color case. The criterion for the validity of
pulsed two-color RWA will be thatuzp(d1 ,d2 ,t)u!vb for all
time t. Herevb is the beat frequency defined as@15,28#

vb[
v1

m1
5

v2

m2
, ~2.21!

wherem1 andm2 are the lowest possible integers giving t
frequency ratiov1 /v2. In most instances, where the tim
delay is zero, both the pulse envelopesf i(t) achieve their
maxima for t50, and, therefore, the overall pulsed-lase
molecule coupling is also maximized att50. While care
must be taken for the oscillatory nature of the Bessel fu
tions, often the criterion for the validity of the pulsed tw
color RWA can be applied asuzp(d1 ,d2 ,t50)u!vb . When
f i(t50)51, this criterion is just the two-color cw conditio
discussed in Refs.@5,6,15#, i.e., uz(d1 ,d2)u!vb when many
resonances contribute to the coupling anduC(N1 ,N2)u!vb
when a single resonance contributes. In addition to the c
rion for the overall pulsed-laser–molecule coupling, t
pulse durations must be long enough so that the second
in Eq. ~2.8! can be neglected safely for both fields, i.
(v1t1)21!1 and (v2t2)21!1.

In general, the evaluation ofV(d1 ,d2 ,t) will require a
numerical integration of Eq.~2.17!. However, as discusse
for the one-color pulsed RWA withdÞ0 @23#, in some situ-
ations one can proceed analytically by using the expan
@29#

Jl „z f~ t !…5 f l ~ t ! (
n50

`
@z„12 f 2~ t !…/2#n

n!
Jl 1n~z!. ~2.22!

By utilizing Eq. ~2.22! in the expression forV(d1 ,d2 ,t)
given by Eq.~2.17!, and then truncating the infinite serie
appropriately, various approximations forV(d1 ,d2 ,t) can be
obtained. Keeping only the first term for eachJl „zi f i(t)… in
the (N1 ,N2) sum,V(d1 ,d2 ,t) can be rewritten as

V~d1 ,d2 ,t !5z~d1 ,d2!E
t0

t

f 1
N1~ t8! f 2

N2~ t8!dt8, ~2.23!

where the next correction terms are of orderzi , (zi)
2 ( i 51

or 2!, and (z1z2). In Eq. ~2.23!, the expression for the cw
overall phase-dependent laser-molecule coupling@5,6,16#,
i.e., the coupling in the limitf 1(t)5 f 2(t)51, has been in-
troduced:
06340
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z~d1 ,d2!5 (
N1 ,N2

C~N1 ,N2!exp@ i ~N1d11N2d2!#. ~2.24!

The overall cw-laser–molecule coupling includes all~appre-
ciable! individual couplings for the (N1 ,N2)-photon transi-
tions satisfying Eq. ~2.14!. The individual cw-laser–
molecule couplings are given by@5,6,15#

C~N1 ,N2!52JN1
~z1!JN2

~z2!FN1v1

m12•ê1

d•ê1

1N2v2

m12•ê2

d•ê2
G . ~2.25!

For many choices of pulse envelopesf 1(t) and f 2(t), the
relevant integrals can then be evaluated as a function ot.
Starting from Eq.~2.23!, literature expressions for the popu
lations of the molecular states can be obtained as spe
cases. Choosing the cw pulse envelopes, i.e.,f 1(t)5 f 2(t)
50 for t<0 and f 1(t)5 f 2(t)51 for t.0, one obtains
uV(d1 ,d2 ,t)u5uz(d1 ,d2)ut. If the overall phase-dependen
coupling is comprised of a single dominant (N1 ,N2)-photon
coupling, uV(d1 ,d2 ,t)u5uC(N1 ,N2)ut. Substituting this re-
sult into Eqs. ~2.19! and ~2.20!, the previously derived
dominant-resonance RWA expressions for the molecu
state populations are obtained@15# that are applicable when
the laser fields are exactly on resonance, i.e.,E215N1v1
1N2v2. On the other hand, if more than one individu
laser-molecule coupling contributes significantly to the ov
all coupling, one obtains previously derived expressions
the state populations either within the many-resonance R
for two independent laser fields@15,16#, or within the har-
monic many-resonance RWA for two harmonically linke
fields @5,6#.

The previously derived results for pulsed one-color ex
tation both withdÞ0 @23# and d50 @26# can also be ob-
tained as limiting cases of the pulsed two-color RWA.
order to obtain thedÞ0 one-color expressions, one mu
begin at Eq.~2.17! rather than after the approximation E
~2.23! has been invoked. If we assume field two is ‘‘turne
off,’’ i.e., «250, then the number of photons of frequen
two absorbed must be zero (N250) and the parameterz2

5(d•ê2«2 /v2)50. Substituting these results into Eq.~2.16!
and then subsequently into Eqs.~2.19! and ~2.20! via Eqs.
~2.17! and ~2.18! yields thedÞ0 pulsed-laser-molecule re
sults derived previously, see Eqs.~16!–~18! of Ref. @23#.
Starting from Eq.~2.23! and settingd50, corresponding to
z15z250, reproduces the original RWA for the state pop
lations for a single pulsed laser-atom interaction@26#, which
supports only a one-photon transition.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we give numerical examples using t
RWA expressions for the molecular-state populations deri
in Sec. II. These will be compared with exact results for t
populations in order to obtain insights into the reliability a
applicability of the pulsed two-colordÞ0 RWA. The explicit
1-4
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TWO-COLOR PULSED-LASER PHASE CONTROL IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 063401
examples considered in this section involve harmonic tw
color simultaneous two- and one-photon transitions betw
two energy levels. The two-level model used in the examp
has parameters that are representative of a substituted
matic molecule@30# and has been utilized in previous the
retical calculations@5,6,15,17,18#. More importantly, the
two-level model chosen has been used to discuss the ro
permanent dipole moments in the phase control of simu
neous one- versus two-photon excitation involving cw las
@6#, and, hence, the results for pulsed lasers can be dire
compared with these previous cw calculations. The relev
system properties areE2150.10 a.u. (21 947 cm21), m12
5m215m53.0 a.u. (7.62D), and d5m222m1156.5 a.u.
(16.52D). The transition and permanent dipole moments
taken to be aligned (mid).

The two fields are harmonically related, i.e., the seco
field is generated from the first field, so we are considerin
special case of the electric field given in Eq.~2.2! with v2

52v1 , f (t)[ f 1(t)5 f 2(t), andê[ê15ê2. Here the funda-
mental laser frequency is denoted by the subscript 1
corresponds to the two-photon transition while its seco
harmonic is denoted by the subscript 2 and correspond
the one-photon transition. Due to the harmonic nature of
frequencies, the fundamental frequency is also equivalen
the beat frequency (v15vb). The pulsed laser is assumed
have a Gaussian envelope,

f ~ t !5exp@2t2/t2#, ~3.1!

wheret is the characteristic pulse duration (t[t15t2). The
analogous cw@ f (t)51# problem for competing two- and
one-photon excitations has been discussed previously@6#.

For the case of explicit interest, i.e., simultaneous tw
and one-photon excitation, the dominant individual puls
laser–molecule couplings areCp(2,0,t) andCp(0,1,t). From
Eq. ~2.18!, the magnitude of the overall pulsed-lase
molecule coupling can be reduced to

uzp~d1 ,d2 ,t !u5@ uCp~2,0,t !u21uCp~0,1,t !u2

12uCp~2,0,t !uuCp~0,1,t !ucos~d222d1!#1/2.

~3.2!

Clearly, the overall laser-molecule coupling, and, therefo
the dynamics, are functions of the phase difference (dd5d2
22d1) between the two fields. For the calculations presen
here, the phase difference is generated by varying the p
of the one-photon field,d2, with the phase of the two-photo
field set to zero,d150. Within the RWA, the dynamics only
depend upon the phase difference between the two fields
not upon the absolute carrier phases used to generate
difference. However, it is well known@31–35# for one-color
cw fields, and has been shown recently for one-color pu
@36#, that for strong enough laser fields the exact dynam
and, more importantly, the steady-state molecular-state p
lations, can be functions of the absolute carrier phase of
laser field. For two-color cw fields, the state populatio
have been shown@37# to be functions of the absolute carrie
phases of the two fields in addition to depending on
06340
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relative phase difference. The dependence on absolute ca
phase applies for two-color pulses but discussion of this p
nomenon will be reserved for a future publication. For t
field strengths considered here, the exact results are~essen-
tially! independent of the absolute carrier phases from wh
the relative phase difference is determined.

In previous studies of phase control for dipolar molecu
interacting with cw lasers@5,6#, the key to maximizing con-
trol was to choose the field strengths such that the cw la
molecule couplings, see Eq.~2.25!, for the two most impor-
tant (N1 ,N2)-photon transitions were approximately equ
e.g., for simultaneous two- and one-photon excitation,
fields were chosen such thatC(2,0)'C(0,1). However, for
pulsed laser-molecule interactions, the laser-molecule c
plings are explicitly time dependent, see Eq.~2.16!, and
hence a different control condition must be utilized. Fro
Eqs. ~2.19! and ~2.20!, the molecular-state populations d
pend upon the value ofuV(d1 ,d2 ,t)u defined by Eq.~2.17!.
For phase control involving simultaneous two- and on
photon excitation,V(d1 ,d2 ,t) is given explicitly by

V~d1 ,d2 ,t !5ei2d1E
t0

t

Cp~2,0,t8!dt81eid2E
t0

t

Cp~0,1,t8!dt8

5ei2d1C̄p~2,0,t !1eid2C̄p~0,1,t !, ~3.3!

and, therefore,

uV~d1 ,d2 ,t !u5@C̄p~2,0,t !21C̄p~0,1,t !2

12C̄p~2,0,t !C̄p~0,1,t !cos~d222d1!#1/2.

~3.4!

In order to maximize control at timet during the pulse, one
would like the population of the excited stateP2(dd ,t) to
vary between 100% and 0% as the relative phase differe
dd5d222d1 changes from 0 top. Substituting Eq.~3.4! for
the relative phases 0 andp into the expression for the
excited-state population, Eq.~2.20!, and then determining the
conditions for whichP2(dd50,t)51 andP2(dd5p,t)50,
we obtain the following general conditions to maximize co
trol at time t during the pulse,

C̄p~2,0,t !5~n1m1 1
2 !p,

~3.5!
C̄p~0,1,t !5~n2m1 1

2 !p,

where n,m (n>m) are the integer number of full Rab
cycles that the excited state has completed for the rela
phase differences 0 andp, respectively. IfC̄p(2,0,t) and
C̄p(0,1,t) are interchanged in Eq.~3.5!, the conditions for
control are also achieved. In general, one is interested
controlling the molecular-state populations after the inter
tion of the pulse with the molecule is complete, i.e., fort
→`, which for the calculations performed here correspon
numerically tot54t.

Assuming one is interested in controlling the excited-st
population within the first Rabi cycle for both the relativ
1-5
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ALEX BROWN, W. J. MEATH, AND PHUC TRAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 063401
phase differencesdd5d222d150 and p, one hasn5m
50 in Eq. ~3.5! and the conditions for maximal control ca
be expressed as

C̄p~2,0,t5`!5C̄p~0,1,t5`!5
p

2
. ~3.6!

Using these two control conditions, the field strengths«1 and
«2 along with the pulse durationt(5t15t2) needed to
maximize phase control can be determined. Often, at l
one of«1 , «2, or t will be fixed. For example, experimen
tally the one-photon field strength«2 may be set by the ef
ficiency of the second-harmonic generation process@38#.
Once one of the variables is set, the other two variables
be iterated until Eq.~3.6!, as determined using the expre
sions derived in Sec. II, is satisfied.

Due to the phase dependence of the laser-molecule
pling, see Eq.~3.4!, the period of the Rabi cycle is differen
for each relative phase difference. Therefore, although
can refer to a common ‘‘first Rabi cycle,’’ once the syste
has passed through one Rabi cycle for the maximal coupl
the number of Rabi cycles will be different for each relati
phase difference. In what follows, unless indicated oth
wise, the number of Rabi cycles refers specifically to tho
for a relative phase differencedd50, i.e., for the maximal
laser-molecule coupling. Generally, controlling the excitat
within the first Rabi cycle for maximal coupling will be o
most interest, but, in principle, one should be able to con
the excitation for any number of Rabi cycles. For examp
limits on the pulse duration and the field strengths co
force phase control to have to be optimized beyond the
Rabi cycle. After the first Rabi cycle, the control conditio
Eq. ~3.5! must be considered more carefully as a variety
n,m combinations can produce complete control. As an
ample, if the time-dependent population for a relative ph
difference of zero will pass through one full Rabi cyclen
51) and fordd5p will go through zero cycles (m50), the
control condition becomes

C̄p~2,0,t5`!5C̄p~0,1,t5`!5
3p

2
, ~3.7!

whereuV(d1 ,d2 ,t5`)u ranges between 3p and 0.
These two possible control scenarios, control within

first Rabi cycle, see Eq.~3.6!, and control after one Rab
cycle, see Eq.~3.7!, will be examined in Secs. III A and
III B, respectively. We shall demonstrate that while, in pri
ciple, the molecular-state populations can be controlled
the system passing through any number of Rabi cycles
general in order to maximize phase control the excitat
should be limited to within the first Rabi cycle.

The exact solution to Eq.~2.1! for the state amplitudes
for the two-level model, is obtained by using the Cranc
Nicholson method@39–41#. For a small time stepdt, over
which the pulses can be considered constant, the state a
tudes and hence state populations, can be determined fr
06340
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a~ t1dt!5exp@2 iHdt#a~ t !'F 12 iH~dt/2!

11 iH~dt/2!
Ga~ t !.

~3.8!

The state amplitudes for all times of interest can be obtai
by applying Eq.~3.8! repeatedly given the appropriate initia
conditions. For all examples considered in the paper, the
tem is in the ground state initially, i.e.,a1(t524t)51 and
a2(t524t)50. For the exact calculations reported here
time step of 0.001 fs has been employed. This time s
gives results converged to three or four decimal places
verified by comparison with results computed utilizing
time step of 0.0001 fs. As mentioned in Sec. II, the varia
V(d1 ,d2 ,t) needed for determining the state populatio
within the RWA must be evaluated through numerical in
gration. C̄p(2,0,t) and C̄p(0,1,t) needed to determine th
control conditions must also be calculated numerically. In
RWA calculations presented here,V(d1 ,d2 ,t), C̄p(2,0,t),
andC̄p(0,1,t) are evaluated by employing a simple trapez
dal scheme. For the RWA calculations, an integration ti
step of 0.1 fs gives results converged to 11 or 12 decim
places as verified by comparison with results calculated
ing a time step of 0.01 fs. These choices of time step for
exact versus the RWA calculations illustrate the compu
tional efficiency of the RWA, in addition to its utility for
interpreting the exact results. For excited-state populati
that, in general, range from 0 to 1, the time steps utiliz
provide results to better than graphical accuracy.

A. Phase control within the first Rabi cycle

Following previous studies involving cw laser fields, th
field strength for the one-photon transition is chosen to
«25131026 a.u. (3.513104 W/cm2). Initially, the goal is
to optimize phase control within the first Rabi cycle, whe
‘‘first Rabi cycle’’ refers to the numbering of the Rabi cyc
for the relative phase differencesdd50. Since the laser-
molecule coupling is strongest fordd50, see Eq.~3.2!, the
time-dependent population evolves most rapidly for this re
tive phase difference. Therefore, if one is within the fi
Rabi cycle fordd50, one is within the first Rabi cycle for al
relative phase differences. Hence, this is the simplest cas
consider for pulsed phase control. Using numerical iterati
based on Eq.~3.6! and the relevant RWA expressions deriv
in Sec. II, the best choices of«1 andt for achieving phase
control are determined to be 1.47531024 a.u. (7.64
3108 W/cm2) and 7.15 ps, respectively. For these choic
of field strengths and pulse duration,C̄p(2,0,t5`)
5C̄p(0,1,t5`)50.500 28p, thus fulfilling the two control
conditions corresponding to a final steady-state excited-s
population that will vary between 100% and 0% within th
first Rabi cycle, see Eq.~3.6!.

For the field strengths in question, the maximal individu
pulsed-laser–molecule couplings, i.e., the couplings att50,
are Cp(2,0,t50)54.24231026 and Cp(0,1,t50)53.000
31026. The next largest individual laser-molecule couplin
are Cp(22,2,t50)52.241310215 and Cp(4,21,t50)
1-6
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51.056310215, and, therefore, only the two desired co
pling terms dominate. Using the dominantCp(0,1,t50) and
Cp(2,0,t50) couplings in Eq.~3.2!, the overall pulsed-
laser–molecule couplings att50 for the relative phase dif
ferences 0,p/2, and p are uzp(0,0,t50)u57.24231026,
uzp(0,p/2,t50)u55.19631026, and uzp(0,p,t50)u51.243
31026. Clearly, the criteria for the validity of the RWA
uzp(d1 ,d2 ,t50)u!vb , (v1t1)2156.7631025!1, and
(v2t2)2153.3831025!1, are obeyed for all three relativ
phase differences, and we expect the RWA expressions t
valid for predicting the dynamical behavior of the two-lev
system. However, in order to determine the utility of t
RWA for interpreting exact results and its ability to pred
optimal field strengths and pulse durations for maximiz
control, we now consider the time-dependent behavior of
excited-state population as computed using both the t
color pulseddÞ0 RWA and exact techniques for the choi
of pulse durationt57.15 ps and with the field strength
«25131026 a.u. and«151.47531024 a.u.

The RWA and the exact results (a50 in the figure! for
the time-dependent excited-state population as a functio
(t/t) are illustrated in Figs. 1~a!–1~c! for the relative phase
differencesdd5d222d150,p/2, and p, respectively. For
both the RWA and the exact (a50) results, the frequencie
are set equal to their weak-field on-resonance values,
v150.05 a.u. andv250.10 a.u. Sincev1 andv2 are har-
monically connected (v252v1) and both are related to th

FIG. 1. Plots of the populations of the excited state as a func
of t/t with t57.15 ps for competing one- and two-photon res
nances~see text! as a function of the relative phase (dd5d2

22d1) of the two fields:~a! dd50, ~b! dd5p/2, and~c! dd5p.
The field strengths are«151.47531024 a.u. (7.643108 W/cm2)
and «251.031026 a.u. (3.513104 W/cm2). In each plot, there
are three curves: the exact calculation witha50 ~solid line!, the
exact calculation witha51.6531025 ~dashed line!, and the two-
color pulseddÞ0 RWA result ~dotted line!. Note the change of
scale for a relative phase differencedd5p.
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beat frequency, i.e.,v15vb and v252vb , in all further
discussions we will not refer to the two frequencies b
rather to a single frequency—the beat frequency. For
ample, the weak-field on-resonance frequency is given
vb50.05 a.u. Even though all three of the criteria for t
validity of the RWA are obeyed for all three relative pha
differences, the RWA and the exact results exhibit signific
discrepancies for (t/t).0. The discrepancies arise becau
the RWA resonance frequency (vb50.05 a.u.) is not the
exact resonance frequency except for extremely weak la
molecule couplings, i.e., in the wings of the pulse where
field strengths are small. As has been discussed extens
for two-color cw calculations@5,6,15#, the exact resonanc
frequency is shifted away from the weak-field~RWA! reso-
nance value; for one-color fields, this is referred to as
Bloch-Siegert shift@42#. The magnitude of the frequenc
shift depends upon the strength of the applied field, or fie
As the instantaneous field strength~s! is ~are! a function of
time for pulsed lasers, the frequency shift will also be
function of time. Since in this study we consider only tim
independent frequencies, i.e., there is no chirping~for ex-
ample, see Ref.@43#!, one needs to find an average~time-
independent! ‘‘resonance’’ frequency by using a shifte
frequency. A similar procedure has been discussed for
one-color dÞ0 pulsed RWA@23#. The use of frequency
shifts to attain agreement between RWA and exact results
also been discussed in the context of both one-color
two-color cw laser-molecule interactions@5,6,15,44#. In par-
ticular, for the simultaneous two- and one-photon transit
considered here, the cw resonance frequency shift ofDvb
5Dv150.286 cm21 (Dv252Dv1) needs to be taken into
account @6# in order for the RWA and the exact time
dependent state populations to agree.

Unlike one-color cw excitation@44#, there is no analytical
expression available for the frequency shift in two-color c
laser-molecule interactions, let alone for pulsed-laser inte
tions. Therefore, an effective resonance frequency can o
be found by utilizing a brute force method. We define a p
rametera by the relationvb5(11a)E21/2, which gives the
beat frequency. The frequencies of the two- and one-pho
fields are obtained through the relationshipsv15vb and
v252vb . The exact solution for the population of the e
cited state is calculated as a function ofa, and then thea
that has a steady-state excited-state populationP2(t5`) that
comes closest to the RWA result is taken to correspond to
resonance shift. For phase control problems, an effec
resonance frequency can be found for each relative ph
difference. By computing the steady-state population a
function of a, the best choices were determined to bea
51.6531025 (Dvb50.181 cm21), 1.5631025 (Dvb
50.171 cm21), and 1.0331025 (Dvb50.113 cm21) for
the relative phases 0,p/2, andp, respectively. As expected
the pulsed resonance shift is less than the s
(0.286 cm21) obtained for cw lasers. For these choices
a, the exact~RWA! steady-state excited-state populations
1.0000~1.0000! for dd50, 0.7977~0.8033! for dd5p/2, and
0.0000~0.0000! for dd5p.

While a different resonance frequency can be determi
for each relative phase difference, in practice, the laser
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ALEX BROWN, W. J. MEATH, AND PHUC TRAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 063401
quencies would be set and then the relative phase differe
would be scanned without modifying the frequencies. The
fore, as an example, we have chosena for the relative phase
difference of zero (dd50) to determine the effective reso
nance frequency and have then computed the time-depen
excited-state populations for the relative phase difference
p/2, andp. The exact results obtained using the value
a51.6531025 (Dvb50.181 cm215aE21/2) are included
in Figs. 1~a!–1~c! for comparison with the exacta50 and
the two-color pulseddÞ0 RWA results. With the use of this
value of the parametera, the modified exact results for th
time-dependent excited-state populations match the RWA
sults quite well. The RWA~exact,a51.6531025) steady-
state excited-state populations are 1.0000~1.0000!, 0.8033
~0.7975!, and 0.0000~0.0000! for the relative phases 0,p/2,
and p as shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~c!, respectively. Note tha
the steady-state populations for this choice ofa are nearly
identical to those determined for the best choice ofa for the
relative phasesp/2 andp; in fact for dd5p, the two results
are identical within the numerical accuracy of the exact c
culations, i.e., four decimal places.

In addition to the large discrepancies between the ex
and the RWA results that are attributable to the resona
frequency shift, the exact results exhibit small oscillatio
~amplitude less than 0.01! in the molecular-state population
that are not seen in the RWA results; the RWA results
smooth. These undulations occur with a period ofp/vb
'1.5 fs and superimposed on these undulations is an e
smaller oscillation~amplitude less than 0.002! with a period
of p/v2'0.75 fs~not illustrated!. The oscillations may no
appear periodic in the figures due to the sampling used
generate the plots~every 10 fs!. These undulations have bee
observed previously in both one-color pulsed@45,46# and
one-color cw calculations@24,32,47#. Their presence is due
the counter-rotating terms that have been neglected in
RWA and their positions correspond to the zeros in the e
tric fields, i.e., when either cos(v1t1d1)50 or cos(v2t1d2)
50. Therefore, the location of the oscillations depends on
absolute carrier phases (d1 andd2) used to generate the rela
tive phase difference (dd). While these small oscillations de
pend of the absolute phases, the global behavior of the ti
dependent populations depends solely on the relative p
difference ~for the relatively weak field exact results pr
sented here and within the RWA!.

Although the time-dependent behavior of the state po
lations behaves as predicted by the RWA, one may won
why there exist two ‘‘periods,’’ albeit with small amplitude
for a relative phase difference ofp, see Fig. 1~c!. These
result from the fact that the control conditions, see Eq.~3.6!,
are chosen such that phase control is optimized at the en
the pulse-molecule interaction (t5`) and not for all times
within the pulse envelope. Figure 2 illustrates the tim
dependence of individual contributionsC̄p(2,0,t) and
C̄p(0,1,t), see Eq.~3.4!, to V(d1 ,d2 ,t), which determines
the molecular-state populations, see Eqs.~2.19! and ~2.20!.
For 22<(t/t)<0, C̄p(0,1,t) exceedsC̄p(2,0,t) while for
0<(t/t)<2, C̄p(2,0,t) exceedsC̄p(0,1,t). The different
time dependence for these two terms results in small exci
06340
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state populations within these time ranges for a relat
phase difference ofp since the interference is not ‘‘perfect
for these times. So even though the desired excited-s
population of zero for a relative phase difference ofp is
achieved at the end of the pulse-molecule interaction,
population does not remain exactly zero during the en
interaction time.

From the three choices of phase difference conside
here (0,p/2 andp), it is clear that a great deal of phas
control can be exerted over the dynamics and, therefore,
steady-state populations of the molecular states. While
RWA expression for the overall laser-molecule coupling su
gests that the relative phase differences of 0 andp corre-
spond to the extremes, i.e., the maximum and the minim
respectively, in the associated steady-state populations,
interesting to consider the final excited state populations
~continuous! function of the phase difference between t
laser fields for the pulse duration of 7.15 ps and with the o
and two-photon field strengths set at«25131026 a.u. and
«151.47531024 a.u., respectively. By considering th
steady-state population as a function of relative phase,
can determine if these choices of phase do correspond to
extremes even when the true laser-molecule couplings
functions of time, and, we can also determine if a sin
resonance-frequency shift is adequate for all relative ph
differences regarding the control of the steady-state pop
tions. The RWA and the exact (a50 anda51.6531025)
results for the steady-state excited-state populations a
function of the relative phase difference between the fie
are illustrated in Fig. 3. Clearly, the relative phase diffe
ences 0 andp correspond to the extremes as predicted by
two-color pulseddÞ0 RWA and a single frequency shift
while not corresponding to the best choice of shift for ea
individual dd , is more than adequate for all relative phas
regarding the control of the steady-state molecular-s
populations. Also, one can achieve ‘‘perfect’’ control ov
the final population of the excited state with the RWA~exact,
a51.6531025! population varying between 1.000
~1.0000! for dd50 and 0.0000~0.0000! for dd5p.

FIG. 2. Plots of the individual contributionsC̄p(2,0,t) ~dotted

line! and C̄p(0,1,t) ~solid line! to V(d1 ,d2 ,t), see Eq.~3.3!, as a
function of t/t with t57.15 ps. The field strengths are«1

51.47531024 a.u. (7.643108 W/cm2) and «251.031026 a.u.
(3.513104 W/cm2).
1-8
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TWO-COLOR PULSED-LASER PHASE CONTROL IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 063401
It is useful to compare these pulsed results with the p
vious results@6# for two- versus one-photon phase control f
cw lasers. For cw fields, complete control, i.e.,P2(dd50,t)
'1 andP2(dd5p,t)'0 for a fixed choice oft, is obtained
using the field strengths«151.2531024 a.u. and«251.00
31026 a.u. for the simultaneous two- and one-photon tr
sitions @6#. For these field strengths, if one considers
time-dependent population att512.6 ps, the excited-stat
population for a relative phase difference ofdd50 is 0.9999
while that for dd5p is 0.0002; this time represents th
‘‘best’’ phase control obtainable within the first Rabi cycl
When utilizing pulsed lasers, and with the one-photon fi
strength fixed at«251.0031026 a.u., the two-photon field
strength must be increased to«151.47531024 a.u. and the
first instance of ‘‘complete’’~100%! phase control occurs fo
a pulse durationt57.15 ps. So while the cw results provid
a reasonable guide to the choices of field strengths and p
duration needed to achieve phase control, the newly de
oped two-color pulseddÞ0 RWA is an excellent predictor o
the field strengths and pulse durations necessary for p
control using pulsed lasers.

B. Phase control beyond the first Rabi cycle

The only pulse duration considered explicitly so far h
been one for which the excited-state steady-state popula
was first maximized for a relative phase difference of ze
However, as discussed previously, in principle, phase con
can be achieved for the system passing through any num
of Rabi cycles fordd50. In order to facilitate comparison
with the results of Sec. III A, we consider the situation whe
the the one-photon field strength is again fixed at«251.0
31026 a.u. Let us assume that a pulse duration of 7.15 p
unachievable and thus one considers the next possible p
control condition, i.e., the time-dependent population fo
relative phase difference of zero will pass through one
Rabi cycle. The new control conditions are given by E
~3.7!.

FIG. 3. Plot of the steady-state population of the excited st
P2(dd ,t5`), as a function of the relative phase difference (dd

5d222d1) for competing one- and two-photon resonances~see
text! and for a pulse durationt57.15 ps. The field strengths ar
«151.47531024 a.u. (7.643108 W/cm2) and «251.0
31026 a.u. (3.513104 W/cm2). There are three curves: the exa
calculation with a50 ~solid line!, the exact calculation witha
51.6531025 ~dashed line!, and the RWA result~dotted line!.
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We proceed exactly as was done when examining ph
control within the first Rabi cycle. With the one-photon fie
strength set at«251.031026 a.u., the best choices of«1
and t for achieving phase control are determined using
merical iteration of the pulsed two-color RWA control e
pressions given by Eq.~3.7!. With the values of 1.475
31024 a.u. (7.643108 W/cm2) and 21.45 ps, respectively
the control condition is fulfilled asC̄p(2,0,t5`)5C̄p(0,1,t
5`)51.5008p. Note that the two-photon field strength re
quired to obtain phase control after the first Rabi cycle is
same as that needed to obtain phase control within the
Rabi cycle; for multiple Rabi cycles and stronger appli
fields, this will not generally be the case.

For these choices of field strength and fort521.45 ps,
the RWA and the exact results (a50 in the figure! for the
excited-state population as a function of (t/t) are illustrated
in Figs. 4~a!–4~c! for the relative phase differencesdd5d2
22d150,p/2, andp, respectively. For both the RWA and th
exact (a50) results, the frequencies are set equal to th
weak field on-resonance values, i.e.,v150.05 a.u. andv2
50.10 a.u. As expected from the results of Sec. III A, t
exact (a50) and the RWA results exhibit significant differ
ences due to the~time-dependent! shift of the exact reso-
nance frequency. By computing the steady-state popula
as a function ofa, we determined the time-independent fr
quency shift that produced the best agreement between
RWA prediction and the exact excited-state steady-s

e,

FIG. 4. Plots of the populations of the excited state as a func
of t/t with t521.45 ps for competing one- and two-photon res
nances~see text! as a function of the relative phase (dd5d2

22d1) of the two fields:~a! dd50, ~b! dd5p/2, and~c! dd5p.
The field strengths are«151.47531024 a.u. (7.643108 W/cm2)
and «251.031026 a.u. (3.513104 W/cm2). In each plot, there
are three curves: the exact calculation witha50 ~solid line!, the
exact calculation with the ‘‘best’’ choice ofa ~dashed line!, and the
two-color pulseddÞ0 RWA result~dotted line!. Note the change of
scale for a relative phase differencedd5p.
1-9
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population. The besta ’s, as defined by the agreement
the steady-state populations, are 0.5031025 (Dv1
50.055 cm21), 3.6531025 (Dv150.401 cm21), and
1.0531025 (Dv150.115 cm21) for the relative phases 0
p/2, andp, respectively. For these choices ofa, the exact
~RWA! steady-state excited-state populations are 0.9
~1.0000! for dd50, 0.0367~0.0366! for dd5p/2, and 0.0001
~0.0000! for dd5p. The exact time-dependent excited-sta
populations obtained using these values ofa are included in
Figs. 4~a!–4~c! for comparison with the exacta50 and the
two-color pulseddÞ0 RWA results. From Fig. 4, it is clea
that although the steady-state populations can be mat
quite well through the use of the frequency shifta, the
agreement between the exact and RWA results for the co
sponding time-dependent behavior is not as good as for
shorter pulse durations, see Fig. 1. More importantly, if
frequency shift for the relative phase difference of 0 is u
lized for both dd5p/2 and p, as was done in Sec. III A
significant differences occur between the exact and the R
results for the steady-state excited-state populations in a
tion to the time-dependent populations. The exact (a55.0
31026) steady-state excited-state populations of 0.98
0.2539, and 0.0044 for the relative phases 0,p/2, andp, can
be compared to the RWA predictions of 1.0000, 0.0366,
0.0000, respectively. Therefore, while the RWA predi
‘‘perfect’’ control of the steady-state population, the exa
results illustrate that this is no longer attainable for a sin
fixed resonance frequency beyond the first Rabi cycle~Sec.
III A !.

It is clear from the results presented in Fig. 4 that if long
pulse durations are considered, or more specifically, p
durations and field strengths such that more than a si
Rabi cycle is revealed in the time-dependent behavior,
agreement between the two-color pulseddÞ0 RWA and the
exact results for the time-dependent behavior of the exci
state population becomes poorer relative to shorter pulse
rations. Similar behavior has been seen in the multipho
(N.1) one-color case@23#, where, for example, excellen
agreement between the one-color pulseddÞ0 RWA and ex-
act results can be obtained over the first Rabi cycle fo
two-photon absorption but the agreement becomes poore
pulse durations such that two Rabi cycles occur. Since
field strengths change during the pulse, the resonance
quency shift is a function of time, whereas we have use
constant~time-independent! frequency shift throughout the
pulse duration in order to~partially! compensate for the time
dependent shift of the resonance frequency away from
weak-field value. As the pulse duration gets longer, a c
stant frequency shift is less able to compensate comple
since the shift is a function of time. Also, as the pulse du
tion increases, the bandwidth of the laser decreases a
with the possibility that this frequency bandwidth can he
compensate for the frequency shift. For phase-control pr
lems involving two-color excitation, the success, or failu
of a constant frequency shift to compensate for the tim
dependent frequency shift depends upon the relative p
difference between the fields. When there is constructive
terference (dd50), the laser-molecule coupling is max
mized. The maximal laser-molecule coupling results in
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widest two-color cw resonance profile@6,15#, and, hence, if
considering this effect alone, the consequences of mis
the resonance frequency should be less pronounced w
compared to those for all other phase differences. Howe
the best agreement between RWA and exact temporal be
ior occurs fordd5p, i.e., the weakest laser-molecule co
pling. It is clear that the strength of the laser-molecule co
pling is not the only factor that must be considered wh
assessing whether a constant frequency shift will suffice fo
fixed relative phase difference. In general, the RWA’s abil
to predict the exact results depends upon the interplay
tween three properties:~1! the magnitude of the time
dependent frequency shift,~2! the strength of laser-molecul
coupling ~applied fields! and therefore, for phase contro
problems, on the relative phase difference between the fie
and ~3! the pulse durations that determine the frequen
bandwidth of the applied fields. However, while the tw
color pulseddÞ0 RWA is not able to reliably predict the
time-dependent behavior beyond the first Rabi cycle, it
still very successful at predicting the field strengths and pu
durations required to maximize phase control of the stea
state molecular-state populations provided both rela
phase difference and laser frequency are varied.

These results suggest that, if one is limited by pulse
ration, the field strengths should be attenuated such that
trol occurs within the first Rabi cycle (dd50). For example,
for t521.45 ps, if the one- and two-photon field strengt
are set to«153.3331027 a.u. and«258.5231025 a.u.,
the control conditions within the first Rabi cycle, see E
~3.6!, C̄p(0,1,t5`)50.4998p and C̄p(2,0,t5`)50.5008p
are satisfied. Using these new field strengths and a si
frequency shift (a54.5031026, i.e., the phase shift fordd
50) ‘‘perfect’’ control can be obtained for the pulse duratio
21.45 ps as verified by computing the exact steady-s
molecular-state populations. As well as obtaining the des
steady-state populations, i.e., 1.0000 fordd50 and 0.0000
for dd5p, with the single frequency shift, the RWA cor
rectly predicts the time-dependent dynamics for all th
relative phase differences.

IV. SUMMARY

RWA formulas for the time-dependent molecular-sta
populations for the interaction of two pulsed lasers with
model two-level dipolar molecule (dÞ0) have been devel
oped. The derivation requires that both pulse durations
larger than the inverse of their respective carrier frequenc
i.e., (v1t1)21!1 and (v2t2)21!1. Also, the overall
pulsed-laser–molecule coupling must be smaller than
beat frequency for all timest during the pulse duration, i.e.
uzp(d1 ,d2 ,t)u!vb . Since most pulse envelopesf (t) are
maximal att50, one can often simplify the second conditio
for the applicability of the pulsed two-colordÞ0 RWA to
uzp(d1 ,d2 ,t50)u!vb although this condition is normally
more stringent than necessary. As this only represents
criteria for maximal coupling, for most other times whe
uzp(d1 ,d2 ,t)u,uzp(d1 ,d2 ,t50)u, uzp(d1 ,d2 ,t)u!vb can
readily be achieved.

Numerical examples have been presented comparing
1-10
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sults for the molecular-state populations obtained using
two-color pulseddÞ0 RWA and exact calculations for th
simultaneous one- and two-photon excitation of a mo
two-level molecule where the relative phase difference
tween the two fields (dd5d222d1) has been used to contro
the excitation process. These results have also been c
pared to the previously discussed@6# results for the simulta-
neous one- and two-photon excitation of a two-level m
ecule using cw lasers. The RWA and the exact results a
very well for the pulsed laser-molecule interaction but a
count must be taken of the~time-dependent! shift of the reso-
nance frequency away from the weak-field value (vb5v1
50.05 a.u.;v252v1) in the exact calculations. An effec
tive ~time-independent! frequency shift was found by utiliz
ing a brute force method, where the exact steady-state p
lation was determined as a function of the frequency s
Dvb5Dv15aE21/2 and compared to the RWA predictio
under long-time steady-state conditions. Using a tim
independent frequency shift becomes less effective as
pulse duration increases. Most importantly, the RWA expr
sions developed can be used to predict the field strengths
pulse duration needed to maximize the phase control of
excitation, i.e., to vary the steady-state excited-state pop
tion between 100% and 0% as the relative phase differenc
varied between 0 andp. Maximal phase control for the
steady-state molecular-state populations was only achiev
within the first Rabi period (dd50), unless both the relative
phase difference and beat frequency were simultaneo
varied, i.e., beyond the first Rabi cycle one had to determ
a resonance frequency for each relative phase differe
Since, in practice, one would like to fix the frequency a
then just vary the relative phase difference to obtain cont
et

J.

v.

m

an

s
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pulse parameters should be chosen such that excitation
not continue beyond the first Rabi cycle. However, while t
RWA expressions were no longer quantitatively reliable
predicting time-dependent populations beyond the first R
cycle (dd50), the RWA expressions were still useful in d
termining field strengths and pulse durations needed to
tain control beyond the first Rabi cycle; the caveats be
that maximal~100%! phase control cannot be achieved a
that optimization of control involves scanning the relati
phase difference and the beat frequency simultaneously.

The two-color pulseddÞ0 RWA developed here has bee
applied to the phase control of the time-dependent evolu
of the state populations of a two-level dipolar system. Ho
ever, as presented, the RWA is quite general and, there
can be applied to various problems involving the two-co
pulsed laser excitation of dipolar molecules. For example
could be used to discuss pulsed (111)-photon excitation,
where the presence of permanent dipoles greatly enha
the excitation process@15,17–19#, or excitation related to
two-color molecular beam electric resonance experime
@16#; these are problems that to date have been discu
only for cw laser fields. Two-level models are useful
many-level problems especially in instances where the t
levels of interest interact relatively weakly with the manifo
of other states@9#. Also, the two-level model developed he
provides a basis for constructing a generalized rotating-w
approximation@48–53# for the interaction of two pulsed la
sers with a many-level system.
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